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LETTERS

lished articles. For details on editorial 
guidelines, you may refer to http://
efymag.com/Guidelines_for_EFY_au-
thors.doc

Emergency Light
In Desktop LED Emergency Light DIY 
circuit published in September issue, 
in the sentence ‘Resistor R4 limits 
the base current of transistor T2 and 
capacitor C3 improves the circuit ef-
ficacy,’ the word ‘efficacy’ should be 
‘efficiency.’

Praveen. S. 
Through email

EFY: Thank you for your interest in 

PCB Manufacturers

Please provide a list of PCB manufac-
turers and PCB assembly services in 
India. 

Kumar Karan Jain
Through email

EFY: You may refer to www.eleb2b.
com. It is a directory website, where 
you can get information on electronics 
vendors including PCB manufacturers 
and PCB assembly services.

Wireless Communication
This is regarding ‘From Sensors to 
Interfaces–Wireless Communication 
Has a Lot to Offer’ article published 
in EFY October issue. I am interested 
in wireless sensors that can replace 
fibre optical cables used in MRI pulse 
oximeters. Please help.

H. D. Gandhi
Emco Meditek

EFY: You may contact wireless sensor 
manufacturers like Texas Instruments, 
Freescale, Comus, ST Microelectronics 
and Renesas.

Publish Innovative 
Projects
I have some innovative projects in 
working condition and I want to pub-
lish them in EFY magazine. Please let 
me know the format and procedure to 
submit the same. Will I get any remu-
neration for the articles? 

Asst. Prof. Arjav A. Bavarva
Department of Electronics and 

Communications,
School of Engineering,
RK University, Rajkot

EFY: Thank you for your interest in 
EFY! You may send complete details 
of the article to editsec@efy.in 

The details should include the 
description of article in .doc format, 
screenshots/diagrams in .jpg format, 
source code (if any) in relevant format, 
and the author’s brief detail and con-
tact address in .doc format. Yes, you 
will get an honorarium for the pub-

‘Spot An Error’ Award Winners
1. In ‘Peripheral Driver with Fixed Regulators 78xx and 79xx DIY’ circuit in 
October issue, on page 96, in the parts list, it should be 7812, 12V regulator 
instead of 7812, 5V regulator.

2. In ‘Weather-Forecast Monitoring System’ DIY project in October issue, in 
Fig. 7, you have not disabled the silkscreen layer before taking output.

Pooja Juyal
 In ‘3W USB Stereo Audio Amplifier’ DIY circuit in October issue, the foot-
print of USB-B type in component layout (Fig. 3) is wrong. I have sent the cor-
rect orientation of the footprint through e-mail.

Arbab Zafar 
 In ‘3W USB Stereo Audio Amplifier’ circuit in October issue, 3.5mm audio 
jack pins are interchanged. Pin 1 is for ground, pins 2 and 3 for right and left 
channels, respectively.

A. Samiuddin
 In ‘Matchbox Capacitor Tester’ DIY circuit in October issue, footprints of 
transistors T1 and T2 in component layout (Fig. 3) are wrong. Transistors 
T1 (BC558) and T2 (BC548) connections are to be corrected as per the circuit 
diagram (Fig. 1).

Ramakanta Mohanta
 In eStyle Buyers’ Guide section of October issue, Sky Drive or Google Drive 
should be read as OneDrive or Google Drive. Microsoft has already changed 
its cloud service name to OneDrive from SkyDrive. 

Nirakar Mahanta

our DIY Circuits section. In this circuit, 
capacitor C3 improves the efficacy and 
not the efficiency of the circuit.

Access Control
In ‘RFID Based Access Control Using 
Arduino DIY’ project published in 
October issue, CON2 is mentioned in 
parts list but not in the circuit diagram.

Loveleen kumar
Through email

EFY: All connectors (CON1, CON2, 
CON3, ..., etc) are either shown in the 
circuit diagram or PCB layout, or both. 
In this project, CON2 is used in the 
PCB and so it is not a factual error. 

From Facebook: EFY’s Electronics Design Community 
Can you share some sensitive clap-switch circuits? I had made one that uses 
BC547 and IC 555, along with a condenser MIC, but it is not working. 

Vivek Ghosh
EFY: You can get related circuits from here: http://electronicsforu.com/new-
electronics/lab/search_lab.asp?words=clap
 I have done projects from EFY like LED Emergency Light, Magic Eye and 
Seven-Colour LED Lighting Using RGB LED. Big thanks to EFY for publishing 
such wonderful circuits!

Tanmay Dasgupta 
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